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Vancouver has diverse cultural potential mired in homogenous urban form. John Patkau laments, “the city is being 
shaped almost entirely by private development in its most reductive (and profi table) form - condos. There really 
are very few other city building enterprises operational in Vancouver at the moment.”

Vancity, City of Glass, Terminal City, Hollywood North, Lotus Land, No Fun City; there are multiple lenses through which 
the city of Vancouver can be read. If this is the case, why is the urbanity of Vancouver’s downtown core doggedly 
uniform?

This question is exemplifi ed by the heated controversy surrounding moving the Vancouver Art Gallery. The gallery 
currently serves to anchor the only central and provocative public space within the city. The institution will be 
displaced from its bustling central location and will have to share the new premises with a development tower. 
Many prominent voices are concerned that the galleries’ capacity for challenging the wanting urban condition 
may be diminished by this change.

Considering that the move is all but certain, can this controversy have an alternative perspective? Can the 
new site provide hidden potential unavailable to the current one? Can the intractable hand of development be 
subverted in this new gallery and to what limits? Can a non-central site with low pedestrian traffi c become a 
condenser of artistic and urban thought? Can this new form become a cultural icon even more potent than its 
predecessor?

These questions are examined in a design project for the new site at Larwill Park.
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WHAT IS VANCOUVERISM?

There are many ways to study a city, including living in it, reading about it, documenting its culture, mapping, 
interviewing great minds, attending seminars, and comparing the various isms which have been used to explain a 
city’s urbanity. All of these were done in this review of Vancouver, to answer the question of this thesis: how might 
one thrive in and contribute to the existing discourse of Vancouver architecture and urbanism?

The strong and diverse levels of praise for Vancouver, discovered by this study, was not surprising for one of 
the most livable cities in the world. In stark contrast to the love which residents expounded for the area was 
their consistent distaste for the urban form; this situation was typically attested to the intractable hand of 
development or the complacency which the beauty of Vancouver’s natural setting permits. Many critics and 
writers (Bruce Haden, Adele Weder, Lani Russwurm, John Patkau, John Punter, Annabel Vaughan, Donald Gutstein, 
Howard Rotberg, Douglas Coupland) have alluded in some fashion to the homogeneity of Vancouver’s urban 
condition belying its culture. 

What is Vancouverism? Vancouver is a city with diverse cultural potential, yet mired in homogenous urban form. 
The white starch and black plexiglass model of the city documented herein elucidates the image of how this 
student perceives the sameness of Vancouver. If Vancouverism is to evolve out of its current condition, then change 
must be postulated. In the case of this architectural thesis, such change is suggested through an intervention of 
form. How to guide form-making  through this urban conclusion is the true challenge, and is explored through 
two thesis terms.
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The city is being shaped almost entirely by private development in its 
most reductive (and profitable) form - condos. There really are very few 
other city building enterprises operational in Vancouver at the moment.
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Vancouver has diverse cultural potential 
mired in homogenous urban form.
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RESEARCH STUDIO
THE HISTORIC SENSUOUSNESS OF VANCOUVER

In the fi rst of two thesis terms, the research sought to enlighten a form which could live up to the beauty of 
the city’s surrounding natural environment. The trajectory of this thought was that by creating a form in honour 
of its location, the current urban homogeneity and formal logics could be challenged and improved. Topophilia, 
Genus Loci, Place Attachment, Phenomenology - these were some of the words at the crux of this constellation of 
thought. The philosophies posited by those such as Heiddeger, Latour, Jameson, Norberg-Schulz, Altman & Low, 
and Baird were ameliorated into this process. With respect and in particular to form-making, the work of Alvar 
Aalto inspired how to achieve this desire.

Aalto was a master at unpacking his native context of Finland and formally representing it through the nuance 
available in modern eclecticism. The result of Aalto’s work is form which can truly be described as Finlandian. His 
work both represents and resonates with the culture of his country. If Aalto was capable of this feat in Finland, 
would it be possible to reverse engineer his methodology and recreate it in a new context? Could one, through 
Aalto, create architecture of Vancouverism? Would this yield the form which responds to the homogenous blight 
of contemporary Vancouver urbanity?

A site was chosen to test this hypothesis. In a highly contested move (as described in the following chapter), the 
Vancouver Art Gallery will be rebuilt on a new site. This reconstruction of a massive Vancouver institution was 
used as an opportunity to test the resonance of an Aalto-driven scheme.

Based on the logics of Aalto, the form-making began with a system of classical orders, which were subverted with 
eclecticism (not dissimilar to Hadrian’s villa, or Finlandia Hall). This created a seductive fl ow of unique spaces, 
which in their totality read as Vancouver architecture. Materiality was designed to be tactile, having classical origins 
with a local infl uence. Native andesite clad the base while the crown roofs were clad with copper, reminiscent of 
Vancouver’s most signifi cant heritage properties. The model was constructed of real hand-cut stone to reinforce 
the historic sensuousness that the physical construction would be capable of embodying.









THESIS STUDIO
THE SUBVERSION OF DEVELOPER CULTURE; THE CHALLENGE OF THE CITY VIA THE ARTS

As this thesis developed into its fi nal term, the research had time to become much more comprehensive. A depth 
of study was conducted on the city itself, architecture, the context of the specifi c intervention, and subsequently 
the qualities of art galleries. A deeper critique of Vancouverism originated from the investigation of these latter 
two subjects, which resulted in an intervention signifi cantly different from that of the research term.

In particular, where the previous intervention used the Vancouver Art Gallery simply as an opportunity to test 
the iconography of the city through a cultural institution, the new intervention exploited the hidden potential 
within the move itself, and elucidated why the move is so contested.

The gallery serves to anchor the most signifi cant central public space in downtown Vancouver. Almost all of 
Vancouver’s public space is on the perimeter, looking outwards along the waterfront. The gallery, sitting between 
the shopping and fi nancial districts, and in the geographic center of the downtown peninsula, allows a unique 
opportunity to look inwards towards Vancouver’s urban condition. If the gallery is to move, it would abandon 
this site in favour of a remote location away from the bustling and diverse pedestrian traffi c of the current site. 
Further, to fund the move would require the gallery to share the site with a new development tower.

Why is this move so contested (a few signifi cant detractors include Peter Cardrew, Bing Thom, Tony Osborn, and 
Adele Weder)? First, the current site is the most signifi cant hub of urban exploration and activism in the city, and 
this may be diminished with the removal of the arts institution. Second, the ability for the gallery to perform in 
any relevant way in the proposed new location may be impossible due to its remote site and the control to which  
development may exert over the gallery.

Why are these factors relevant to this thesis? This thesis has deduced that what Vancouver needs is to challenge 
its urbanity. What is important, then, is not a sample project of new iconography but rather an intervention 
which permits a contemporary, evolving, and timely criticism of the city as it continues to grow. An architecture 
representing Vancouver panders to the complacency bred by the beauty of the city’s natural environment while 
an architecture of challenge may provoke real improvement. In this sense, the ability for an artistic voice in the 
city which can challenge the homogeneity and developer culture would be the most infl uential intervention one 
could make. If the current gallery is the strongest source of this criticism available, then if the city is to benefi t 
from the move it must become an even stronger challenger.

If the gallery is to move, and forced to share space with a development, then perhaps the hidden potential of the 
move is to use the merging of development and gallery to bring a heightened awareness to the ways in which 
development dominates Vancouver’s urbanity.
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THESIS STUDIO
THE DESIGN OF THE INTERVENTION

To achieve the ambition of a project which can challenge Vancouver’s urbanity and subsequently, developer 
culture, began at the pedestrian scale. The new site’s capability to cast an infl uence on the pedestrian sphere is 
limited by its solitude. This problem was remediated by connecting valuable nearby cultural resources and transit 
with diagonal “short cuts” through the site, which promoted visitors of the gallery to mingle with passers-by. 
From this, the gallery was sunk and the development’s podium were ameliorated with the gallery’s facilities 
to give the ground plane a level of diversity and bustle which could begin to permit a world of art to have an 
infl uence at grade.

The development, a project sharing the same site to fund the gallery, was subverted in several ways to bring 
attention to how strongly our urban condition is infl uenced by such undertakings. Firstly, the lobbies of the gallery 
and the development were merged for installation opportunities. Second, the development was lifted, almost 
completely removing it from the ground plane. Third, gallery space was given at the top of the development to 
promote an artistic voice in Vancouver’s wanting skyline. Finally, the development was postured and darkened, 
thus slimming the tower and directing the eyes of city-viewers towards the institution of art.

The juxtaposition and merging of development and artistic institution in Vancouver, along with a public sphere 
completely dedicated to the twenty-four hour a day exhibition of art would provide a heightened awareness of 
how the city is being formed and what issues arise from such control. Such an intervention aspires to answer the 
question: What is Vancouverism?
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